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SGA Elections: No Contest

The Fall elections for their duties as election of
the six senate positions in ficers. Some polling sta
the Student Government tions were only sporadical
Association returned six ly attended, and there were
additional complaints
new officers from a field of
seven candidates. Only the about a lack of publicity for
two Freshman seats were the October 11 elections.
subject to any competition,
A total of fifty-five
with the two winning can votes were cast for the
didates polling only nine elections. The students us
votes between them, and ed a single ballot that ask
the loser, Robert C. Eden- ed for two separate types
field, polling no votes what of vote: a vote was required
soever.
for the choice of can
Some controversy has didates, and a second vote
arisen over the S.G.A. was required for a referen
handling of the elections. dum of the students on
Apparently,
several
whether or not to allow the
students failed to carry out
Senate to appoint senators

without an election. The
referendum was passed by
twenty-six votes to eight.
The three victorious
Human Services can
didates polled a total of si x
votes between them, and
the one Sophomore can
didate was unopposed with
a total of five votes. The
winning candidates are as
follows: Kim McLellan,
Penny Price, and Dell
Shilling are the new
Human Services senators,
and Chuck Bryner is the
new Sophomore senator.
The winners in the three
candidate race for the

Freshman seats are
William Green, Jr., and
Jessica Maack.
S.G.A.
President
William Collins has issued
no statement concerning
the elections, but senator
Leslie Warnock, the head
election official, confirmed
that several poll workers
failed to fulfill their duties
because they abandoned
their posts. She also cited
confusion in the regula
tions governing the general
conduct of the elections as
a possible cause for the
low student turnout.
However, the results of the
elections stand validated.

Bookstore Profits Probed
According to the ASC
Bulletin, your average Joe
College can expect to pay
approximately $80 a quarter
for books, up some 23 per
cent since 1978.
Students are growing
more and more disgruntled
with the Armstrong
bookstore. They feel that
book prices are just too
high. But are they? And, if
they are, why are they so
high?
According
to
bookstore manager Cindy
Permanter, book prices are
determined through the
following formula.
New books are marked
up 30 percent over costs .
Used books are marked up
25 percent over cost.
Publishers suggested retail
on textbooks is 20 percent
above cost.
However, before we
fault the bookstore for the
increased prices, we
should examine the rules
that govern bookstore
operation.
Armstrong's
bookstore operates under
the Regents rules in regard
to "auxiliary enterprises,"
according to John Stegali,
Vice-President in charge of
Finance. At Armstrong, the
bookstore, cafeteria, ven
ding machines, and stu
dent apartments are the,on

ly auxiliary enterprises, he
said.
The Regents insist
that these enterprises as a
single entity must break
even or profit, because no
student fees or state funds
can be used to cover
losses. Furthermore, the
bookstore must put aside 5
percent of total sales in a
contingency fund.
The
Regents also require the
school to charge the
bookstore rent, and to pay
for utilities. Last year, the
bookstore paid 3 percent of
the college's one total
budget, and 1 percent of
utilities or, in actual terms,
$28,580 [this includes
bookstore salaries] of
ASC's total operating ex
penses of $1,377,039.
According to Mr.
Stegali, the vending
machines and cafeteria
operate relatively close to
the break-even point, and
the student apartments
stand to lose $1000-2000
this year. Any losses in
these enterprises are made
up with bookstore profit.
Mr. Stegali believes
that if the bookstore only
charged the suggested 20
percent retail, it would
operate very close to losing

cleared $43,049. Another
$30,004 was earned in in
terest from previous profit
investments.

Any profit from the
bookstore can be used for
the college. In part two of
this series, we will examine
money. Last year, after a M more closely the use of
expenses and the Regents these profits and the

5 percent, the bookstore

Photo by M ichael Moore

Thompson
New Editor

On Monday, October
11, the college publication
board appointed Ronnie
Thompson editor of the IN
KWELL. Ronnie was. ap
pointed to take over the
editor's position following
the departure of the
previous editor Kelly Harbaugh, after a short time at
the post.
Ronnie, a junior major
ing in History, is working
on his Bachelor's degree in
hopes of entering law
school after graduation.
He is a 1980 graduate of
Johnson High School and
has been maintaining a
good B*average in college.
Although Ronnie has
no previous newspaper ex
perience other than reading
it, he is confident he can do
a good job.
He does not expect to
accomplish all the needed
improvements to the paper
in on e issue, but he is sure
that with the help of his
staff he will have a good
paper.
Ronnie said that the
Photo by Michael Moore most important issue with
the paper is "the writing."
Along with better writing
reasons for the increased "the paper's general ap
bookstore mark up.
pearance will im prove."
He will continue with
the sports coverage and
will expand the literary ar
ticles. With the planned ex
I^oporlinf for this articL was Jon* luwbonpansions of articles Ronnie
nit Brannon, Wa& JJichos, Jut* Jbochor,
said
that "contributions for
Jalio (joltf, Jrmf WarJlaw, Cootfn KJopot
publication
will
be
and WaAor Clayton. 3t was wriUtn If 2)onwelcome from all sources,
nir Brannon.
students and faculty."
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Ronnie Thompson

The other day I walked into the INKWELL room to
find it occupied by my staff of friends and new acquain
tances. To see ten or so more people in su ch a room
working together towards a common goal leaves a
memorable impression on me. One would certainly
have to experience the whole thing in order to ap
preciate the true meaning of su ch an event and the im
pression that follows.
In opening the doors of this newspaper to all
writers, perhaps I am taking on a more difficult task
than need be. As long as the quality of writing im
proves, I cannot object to the notion of allow ing "out
siders" inside. Knowing also now that I am surrounded
by others with the same sense of ded ication to the im
provement of writing standards and the same will
ingness to work together, I will neve r want for anything
less than everything we will acc omplish together.
I have more than high hopes for t his newspaper.
This College of o urs holds hope in th e way that t here
are people here that desire improvement. This ex
perience of the coming issues will off er a chance for
improvement - of o ne's self as well a s of a newspaper
we should be proud to claim as that of Armstrong State
College.
In th is first issue, I b usied myself with trying to
harness the remarkable energies that had come
together for perhaps a first time. As long as such
energies exist, I will alw ays take more pride in their
owners than I will in the finished work. As long as such
remarkable people exist, the finished work will jus tify
my pride in th em.
This experience is a first for many of us. For all of
those connected in some fashion with this first, this is
something more than a first issue. In th is work and in
these people there is a promise of m ore than all of the
stories we write and the pages we plan. We embark
now on this promise, to gain for ourselves and our
peers the blessings of t he mind. What we make of this
first a nd the promise it c onceives will b e revealed as
the year unfolds. Therefore, it is fitting that this first
issue and the promise be my first editorial on behalf of
everyone involved.
ARMSTRONG STATE COLLEGE
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" . . . The nearest thing I can figure. . . severe
football withdrawal . . . "

Black Sabbath
I ha ve heard and read
many expressions of
America's social and
political assets, but the
"guest editorial" of the
Oct. 8th edition of the IN
KWELL is the most bizzare
discussion
of
the
"American idea" that I have
ever encountered. The
"guest editor" may be
blessed with the most
penetrating insight in
detecting the threat to the
American political system
resulting from the NFL
player's strike. Or the
"guest editor" may be out
of his mind.
Apparently, the NFL
players have abused the
unique American privilege
to do as one pleases, since
their dispute is impinging
upon Sunday afternoon
entertainment. The abuse
of th e "American idea" has
created a dilemma in the
mind of the "guest editor."
The stubbornness of the
NFL players in their
demands
for
more
money(and hence the exer
cise of the American
Privilegejis admirable, but is
the price for football fans
too high? Are those people
whose Sabbatical bliss
depends on NFL football
suffering too much?
For economic reasons,
and in the light of the of
fenses the NFL players
have committed against
the football-committed por
tion of the public, the
"guest editor" feels that
the strike must end. Tosup
port his value judgement
made on behalf of football

fans, he cites former Presi
dent Calvin Coolidge's condemnation of strikes
"against the public saftey."
While the "guest editor"
concedes that there is no
possible threat to the
public saftey resulting from
the NFL players' action
(although there is the im
plied threat to the
American political system
mentioned above), Calvin
Coolidge's statement
nevertheless has a bearing
on this matter. Thecpnnec
tion is: President Coolidge
was talking about strikes.
The NFL players are strik
ing. And the purpose of this
comparison was to enable
the "guest editor" to proud
ly display his imperfect
knowledge and twisted
perception of American
political thought.
If all this is not enough
to boggle the mind, insult
the intellect, and to com
pletely undermine the
sense of s ecurity and wellbeing one feels when one
is sure that we are all living
in the same world togetherthere is much, much more
to enhance a person's
doubts concerning reality.
Without giving more than a
cursory mention to the
"guest editor's" personal
and mysterious set of
grammatical rules that
rightly direct the com
munication of his warped
political sense, I wou ld like
to move directly to the
"special bonus parable"
with which the "guest
editor" ends his short but
intensely
disturbing

Michael Alwan

editorial. To fully unders
tand this final parable in
the non-sense that we are
meant to take it in, we must
first
note that the
"American idea, the
American spirit," is re
defined in the final
paragraph of the "guest
editorial" as the "en
thusiastic 'Cowboy' spirit
or
'Steeler' spirit,"
whichever we prefer. Hav
ing noted how the playing
of tackle football sym
bolises the American spirit
at its most offensive, the
bearing of the NFL players'
strike
on
American
freedom of action finally
becomes clear. The NFL
players' strike actually halts
the crash of men and equip
ment on the field, depriving
the "American idea," of its
strongest
symbolic
manifestation and expres
sion. In the end , this could
damage the conviction of
millions
of
happy
Americans in the ideology
of their country. The
ultimate result of a prolong
ed strike by the NFL
players would be political
and social chaos, and it is
this sentiment that the
"guest editor's" "special
bonus parable" is express
ing. The NFL players' strike
is taking proverbial "chips"
out of the tree of American
freedom, and as the "guest
editor" rightly p oints out:
"little chips out of a
tree,can,in the end fell the
biggest tree."
•
•
*
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Farce!
Rick Soko l
I just received the
results for the freshman
and sophomore Senator
elections--' ~ what a farce!
I do not believe that the stu
dent body can be blamed
for a lack of participation,
though. On the contrary, I,
myself, tried to register my
vote on three separate oc
casions, only to find the
polls closed. To make
things worse, many of the
people I talked to didn't
even kn ow where the polls
were located; no signs
were put up telling the
students where to go.
What happened to
cause the breakdown in the
Student Government? Why
weren't all the Senators
participating in manning
the polls? Or possibly, is
this what the Student
Government wanted? Did
everybody win that they
wanted to?
I believe that this elec
tion should be redone on
the grounds that the the
Student Government did
very little, both individually
and as a whole, in ac
tivating the student body to
participate in school af
fairs. For that is the pur
pose of a school govern
ment, isn't it? To act on
behalf of the students?
Surely the 44 freshmen
who got a chance to vote
don't make up the nucleus
of the entire class.

55 Votes
Cindy Page
The Student Govern
ment Association of Arm
strong held fall elections
last week for Senate posi
tions in the areas of
Freshman, Sophomore and
Human Services.
A
Referendum concerning
the appointment of some
Senate positions under cer
tain circumstances was
also on the ballot. The total
number of seats available
was six. The referendum
consisted of allowing the
SGA the right to appoint
persons to fill any Senate
seats which were empty [at
least two] without the need
of calling a special elec
tion.
This referendum
passed by a vote of 26-yes
and 8-no. Thirty-four per
sons changed the SGA
Constitution.
A total
number of 9 Freshman
voted for a representative
in this election as did 6
Human Services voters and
5 Sophomore voters. On
that basis six new senators
were elected.
The fact that only 55
votes were cast is a very
disappointing Fall elec
tions statistic.
Two
reasons given for such a
low voter turn out were 1]
lack of voter interest and 2]
few polling places being
open at times when
students could vote.
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Paying Twice
Financial woes may be
plaguing the college but
there are a lot of students
here that don't really care
one way or another. These
are the students who get
full aid in the form of grants
or other forms of aid, that
require no repayment.
I say they don't care
because if you ask anyone
who is going to school on
someone else's money if
they care about rising tui
tion costs, they don't care
because either the govern
ment or mom is going to
defray their costs com
pletely.
I believe there is an ig
norance in regards to the
cost of the college factor
here that lends to the
apathy of non-paying
students.
First, there are those
of us who know that our
part in paying for college is
not even twenty-five per
cent of the actual cost. The
rest is being paid for

Mary Ann Edenfield

through the government
vehicle known as taxation.
I will concede that I
complain when tuition
goes up and 1 wish that
there was some way
around it. But there's not
and if a college degree is
what I want then I'll have to
pay for it. However, I do
think it may be easier to ac
cept the higher tuition if
those of us who don't have
to fork it out of their own
pockets would at least
refrain from taking the at
titude of, "So what. I don't
have to pay, so I don't care
if you have to pay more."
Perhaps everyone
needs to realize that
anyone paying taxes can
not escape paying these
costs. Once those for
tunate persons who know
not the experience of
pocket-digging realize this
as well, then maybe they
will acquire more respect
for the financial woes of
colleges and those of us
who are paying twice.

To Be or Not To Be:The 12:30 Hour
Cindy Page

quality entertainment and informational speakers to
this campus for your enjoyment.
There have been more activities scheduled for the
month of October than ever before. Every month to
come is full of events.
This college played a big part in bringing Bob
Hope to Savannah. True, the crowd turn-out was not
what was expected. But those who missed the show
missed a legend.
Did you know that ASC has one of the finest in
tramural programs in this country? Many intramural ac
tivities are scheduled at the 12:30 hour.
Did you know you can watch the film "An
American Werewolf In London" in Studio A? Did you
know that there was a Studio A? There are campus
organizations for everyone. Don't you want to get in
volved?
The 12:30 hour is for the students. It was won by
students. It will be kept by students if everyone cares
enough. There are so many opportunities available for
students «to get involved. Leadership, athletics, and
social opportunities abound.The students who are only
interested in going to school and going home are miss
ing a lot. The College Calender which is available to
everyone, has in it everything you could want to know
about events going on around campus. The student ac
tivity hour belongs to the students. Use it. Don't lose it.

Last year the Armstrong State College Student
Government Association (SGA) worked hard to have
the 12:30 activity hour reinstated on this campus. This
hour was supposed to afford the students the oppor
tunity to participate in campus activities and at the
same time provide the faculty with a free period for
department meetings and planning. Now, however, the
SGA is battling class scheduling and student lack of in
terest in an effort to preserve this hour.
If you look around you will see that there are
several classes scheduled for this hour. According to
SGA President William Collins classes have been
scheduled mainly in the Arts and Sciences department.
Exceptions were allowed this year by President Robert
Burnett on the basis that many professors and depart
ment heads requested an additional hour because of
large class enrollment. President Burnett, who sup
ports the activity hour, granted the requests only under
the provision that other sections of those classes are
offered at least three times earlier in the mornings.
These classes are mainly core-survey classes and they
are made up of mostly freshmen. Freshmen, do you
know what your'e missing? Sophomores, Juniors and
Seniors do you want your activity hour taken away?
Did you know that the College Union Board (CUB)
and the SGA have worked very hard in an effort to bring
Members of the SGA were
supposedly responsible for
manning the places but
much of the time they were
found closed. Another fac
tor possibly contributing to
the low turnout was lack of
publicity dealing with when
and where the polling
places were open.
This
however, seems unlikely
because the last issue of
the INKWELL carried a
report in addition to the in
formation about the elec
tion being posted on the
Marquees.
Regardless of why the
turn ot was so low, the fact
remains that 55 out of well
over 3000 students voted in
the fall elections.

Letters
Continued on page 5

An Historical Period
The 12:30 free period
seems to have become yet
another victim of our cur
rent economic conditions.
Many students have to
schedule classes in the
morning to be free to work
later in the day and the col
lege is reluctant to leave
the period completely free
for fear of losing fees.
Three department
heads, Drs. Crain, Harris,
and Warlick, agreed that
enrollment would probably
drop If they couldn't utilize
the fifth period.
Most
daytime classes are
scheduled before noon
because of student reluc
tance to sign up for after
noon classes.
At Armstrong, the con
cept of the free period goes
back to the sixties and has
been observed sporadically
since. The current attempt

John Larson
complained of a lack of
space and time for classes.
Only
multi-sectioned
classes are allowed during
this period so students can
schedule the period free, if
they choose.

at enforcing it was sug
gested by a vote of the stu
dent senate during the 1981
winter quarter and approv
ed by former President
Ashmore.
The Senate's
purpose was to combat
apathy
by
allowing
Most students in class
students a free period to at
tend
the
numerous during this period express
meetings and functions ed the desire to schedule
classes as close together
scheduled.
Exceptions to the free as possible so they could
period this year were allow get in and out quickly. This
ed by Acting President attitude overshadowed the
Burnett as a compromise desire to be free to attend
because many instructors school functions.
The ASC INKWELL is published bi-weekly except during
breaks. The opinions expressed in the INKWELL do not
necessarily reflect the views of the Administration or of the
entire INKWELL staff. The INKWELL invites letters to the
editor on any topic. All letters must carry the name of the
author. No anonymous lStters will be published although the
author's name will be withheld upon request. The INKWELL
is under no obligation to print every letter received. All letters
become the property of the newspaper.
===_—
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CUB

In th e light of the poor
turn-out for the Octoberl
Civic Center appearence of
Bob Hope, the College
Union Board is taking a
cautious approach to adult
entertainment at Arm
strong. As a result, the
January 29 appearence of
Red Skelton has been
cancelled. Instead of
Skelton, the CUB has ten
tatively scheduled a
November 24 appearence of
the country western duo,
David Frizell and Shelly
\Moct
'
Frizell and West have
received numerous awards
in the past two years, In
cluding an individual award
for Shelly West (MostFromising Female ArtistMusic City News Awards).
The 1982 Song of the Year

Scraps

James Kaigler

Skelton

award was bestowed on the possibility of brinflinjg.-R»t
song "You're the Reason B e n e t a r t o S a v a n n a h .
God Made Oklahoma," and However, the cost of such a
the singers were also nam Music Association).
The- College Union
ed "Top New Duo" and the
Boa
r
d also di scussed the
"Duo of the Year" (Country

Decal

Situation
Diane Cornn

concert is probably prohibitive. In the c a a ®
Benetar should appear, the
tenative date of her appearence would be January
29, 1983.

Sticky

faculty and students. This
leaves many other drivers
In danger of recieving five
dollar fines for no decaf.
(Tickets for other offences
maybe more.) Parking
decals at Armstrong are
free, and It takes only a few
minutes to run Into plant
operations and acquire
one:
If you receive a ticket
which you honestly feel
that you don't deserve, you
may appeal It by filling o ut
an appeal form, which car
be obtained at Plant Opera
tions. The completed form;
should be taken to Mr. Al
Harris, Director of Student
Activities, at the Student
Last weekend sometime between,TP-ni- Fri
Activitie s office in
day and 8 a.m. Monday, the men's restroomJn
the
Memorial College Center.
Memorial Colleoe Center was vandalized. BecausJ ®|.. Mr. Harris will then c onsult
this vandalism the open door policy of the MCC will b e
the traffic com mittee.

MCC Bathroom Vandalized

to the Director of Student Activities, Al
Harris, whose office is in the MCC, there is a check-in
policy effective immediately for use of the building
after^egular hours^cedure applies to all of those
organizations and IndividuaIs who wish to use the
building. Those who have their own keys will have to in
form security when they arrive and when they leave.
Those who do not have keys will have to get security to
let them in and inform security of their a®Parture- ^
As an attempted deterent, or to try and encourage
people to be more aware, if there is any vandalism
while a known person or group is on the premises, then
that person or group will be held responsible.
At Harris said,"I can't afford to hire people to baby
sit." So this change in policy seems to be the only Uternative
Hans Mueller, Head of Campus Security, stated
that,"We're not out to curtail any activity, just to
regulate it a little better so we will k now what s going
on." Mr. Mueller added that, even though they are
understaffed, about the worst thing that has happened
until now was a few stolen batteries and bicycles.
When asked if th e grounds were regularly patrolled, he,
said that they were and that all buildings except
Jenkins and Hawes Hall are locked by 10 p.m.
Joseph Buck, Dean of Student Affairs, said that
when the culprit or culprits were caught they would be
dealt with.
*

•

*

Brion S. Berg, O.D.

-'
'.
* ~
,«
Announces the opening of his office
for the practice of
GENERAL OPTOMETRY,
PEDIATRIC VISION CARE
&

CONTACT LENSES.
5214 Paulsen St.-(912) 356-8888
Savannah, Georgia
Office hours by appointment

m

•
«
5

'z "" NO NEED TO GET SPOOKED;

On September 28th,
the Armstrong Security of
ficers began issuing
tickets to those students
whose cars were minus a
valid ASC or Savannah
Sta te parking decal.
Tickets were also issued
for parking in unauthoriz ed
areas, such as fire lanes.
By October 13th, approx
imately 350 tickets had
been issued.
About 2300 decals
have already been issued to

Chan^ccording

•
•

NO NEED TO FEEL FRIGHT;

••

COME TO A YELL O F A PARTY;
COME ON A FRIDAY NIGHT.

•

TWO DOLLARS BEFORE THE PARTY,
THREE DOLLARS ON THE NIGHT.

a.

2

B

E.T. OR WALT WILL BE AT THE PARTY,
PLAN ON A HEEL OF A NIGHT.

B

. •

ON OCTOBER »h AT *00.

:

It's past tha post off Ice, sacond house on ths Mock, •
8103 Waters'A*«nue tits place

J

Be therewith or without a hallowaan face,

S

[See Sam Rosenberg honey,

e

He's the man to collect the money.]

a

•

•

The Open House Sandwich Shop
7211 WATERS ROAD
355-0352
Breakfast SpecialHam & Cheese Omelet

1.40

Served Before 11:00 AM.
NO EXTRA
CHARGE
LETTUCE
TOMATO
ONION

Meat Ball or Sa usage
Sandwich w/Mozzarella Cheese
House Special
B;B.Q. Beef
Hot Roa st Beef
Cold Roast Beef
Turkey Breast
Ham
Ham & Cheese
Poor Boy Sandwich
Salami
Bologna
Spice Ham
Oscar Mayer Hot D ogs
V* Lb. Hot Dog
Super Sausage
Liverwurst
Tuna Fish
Camel Ryder
Steak in a Sack
Hot Pastrami
Egg Salad
Salad Plate
Chefs Salad
Rubin Sandwich

HOME-MADE CHILI
BOWL
.95
HOME-MADE SOUP
BOWL
.95

|EXTRA CHEES E .15

BREAD OF YOUR CHOICE
WHITE-FRENCH-ONION ROLL
RYE WHEAT-ARABIC BRFAD
.65
.45

Fresh Gt. Limeade
Fresh Small Limeade

Hours of Operation
Monday-Friday 10-8
Saturday-10-6

X 0,S-JwU SLp
Present This Ad For A 10%
Discount

Bob Botts A.S.C. Alumnus
I Old Theta House
17211 Waters Ave.
I Savannah, GA. 31406
x»

Take Out Service
355-0352

1.90
3.50
1.90
1.90
1.90
1.90
1.45
160
1.45
.95
.95
.95
.85
1.45
1.55
.95
1.65
1.65
1.95
1.90
.95
2.15 .
2.15
2.50
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Martha Boutin

Everyone gets upset car windows, decals of
when it comes to buying many different colleges.
books, but who does The Armstrong Bookstore
something about it? has an excellent Armstrong
Students from Dr. Hugh Window decal for only 40
Brown's journalism class cents. It ca n be applied to
recently conducted an in your back car window in
vestigation to f ind put why about 3 minutes.
This will help to adver
our books are so expen
tise the college in a very ef
sive.
Mr. Ar t Prosser of the fective way, and I thin k we
business office and the all have an obligation to
manager and the assistant participate.
manager of the bookstore
were willing to clarify
things for the journalism
class. They even took the
time to attend the Senate
meeting on October 7 so
that campus leaders would
realize the problems of the Martha Boutin
bookstore. I received
The
Armstrong
favorable impressions from chapter of Alpha Gamma
all three of the Senate's Delta does it again! This
visitors and would like to year Alpha Gam teams up
commend them on their with the Savannah Young
presentations. They con People's Theater in con
vinced me through their junction with WAEV 97 to
honest responses that the p r e s e n t
the
annual
procedure of the bookstore Haunted-House.
is both reasonable and fair.
The horror begins Fri
With s uch a cry about day, October 29 and ends(?)
student apathy, it is October 31.The ghouls will
refreshing
to
meet be at the Old Nurses' Head
students who are willing to q u a r t e r s o f
Candler
take that extra step to help Hospital on the corner of
all of us through investiga D r a y t o n a n d G a s t o n
tion.
Streets.
Maybe you'll have the
An Appeal
pleasure of running into the
Jack Padgett
old nurse in t he accompa
Up and down Abercorn nying exclusive photo!,
Each room has its, own
St. we see in the backs of

Since the snow won't
come to Armstrong, then
Armstrong will go to the
snow! During the week of
December 11 through
December 18, 46 ASC
Faculty, Students, Staff
and their families will
spend a "Wild and Wonder
ful Ski Week" in Snowshoe,
West Virginia, a nationally
known ski resort.
The ski trip, sponsered
by the College Union
Board's Special Events
Committee and coor-

Ski Week

Page 5
Josie Murphy

dinated through the efforts more detail.
The total cost of the
of Barbara McPipkin and
Captain Bradley- of the trip is $210 and includes ac
Military Sc ience Office, is cess to ski lodge, live
the second annual ski trip. entertainment, indoor
Last year's trip w as both a heated swimming pool,
sell-out and a success and quad housing, transporta
this year's travelers are in t i o n , u n l i m i t e d s k i l i f t
store for more of the same. ticket, access to a game
There are still limited room and use of the suana.
There's much more than
spaces on the Ski Trip.
Anyone interested in atten s k i i n g g o i n g o n a t
ding the winter vacation is Snowshoe! 3
Don't just hear about
urged to contact the Stu
dent Activities Officeor the this spectacular event • be
Military Sci ence Office for a pa r t o f i t j

Alpha Gam Haunts Again
ghost and its own story!
Meet the lone bride, the
psycho, and all of their
friends in the spiritual
world. Bridge the gap bet
ween them and yourself by
being made-up at the make
up booth. For your enjoy
ment there will b e conces
sions, a dunking booth, and
a fortune-teller.
Baron von Howling
Wolf and the residents of
the Old Candler Nurses'
Headquarters invite you to
the Haunted House. They'll
welcome guests from 4
p.m. to 12 a.m. Friday
through Sunday. Proceeds
go to Juvenile Diabetes and
the Young
People's
Theater.

• DELICIOUS FOOD
• GAME ROOM
• LOUNGE

ci.
as
ct.S

• DANCING!
• Billards
• Backgammon

SrgI selection of tasty sandwiches
citink YOUR FAVORITE COCKTAIL AND A

DINNER PLATE SPECIAL
1 1 .30-2:30 Mon-Set
Friday Nights No Cover Charge For Girls
Friday Nights 2 for 1 drinks till 10 p.m.
Saturdays From 8-9p.m., 1 Cent Drinks For Lad.cs

r
i
1
i
i
i
i
i
i
i
i
i
i
i
i

Photo by Windell Smith

HAPPY H OUR
Monday, Tuesday & Thursday
2 for 1
ALL DAY!
Wednesday & Friday
3 for 1
5 p.m.—8 p.m.

J-*—-

Present this coupon
for free admission
on weekends.
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Employment Opportunities

For more complete information con
cerning these positions, contact the
counseling and placement office
Room 5, Administration Building.

Southside family-style
needs' kitchen help,
waiters, and waitresses.
Hours flexible.
kitchen
hrhelp
$3.35
Waiters/Waitresses, $2.01
hretips.

Bookstore has opening for
part-time clerk. Three days
per week.

Clothing store needs store
manager. Must be college
graduate [any major].
Retail experience prefer
red. 40 hrs. per week.
GENERAL
$13,000-$14,000 yr.
Cleaning service is seeking
FOOD SERVICE
Distributor needed to cleaning personnel.
distribute samples to Residential/Commercial
Local restaurant has open public. Must be neat and cleaning daylight hours on
ings for waitress, cashier, personable. 25 hrs./wk.
ly. Day and hours flexible.
and mgr. trainee. Days and Nov. 15 - Dec. 10. $4.00.,
Organization looking for
Hours flexible.
program director for ages
Business seeking free kindergarten through 6th
Fast food restaurant needs lance photographer. Will grade, to organize afterclerk/cashier.
Days/hrs. train. Hrs. flexible. Salary school activities. M-F. 2:30
- 6:00 pm. $3.35 hr.
negotiable.
flexible. $2.01 hr.etips.

CONGRESSIONAL
CANDIDATES
at

ARMSTRONG STATE
COLLEGE
HERB JONES

O p e n i n g in booth
sal e s f o r f i l m processing
company.
5 days/wk.
10am-6pm.
Landscaping company
desires lawn maintenance
personnel.
4 days per
week. 9:00 am - 3:00 pm.

$3.50 hr.
Local business looking for
Manager Trainee.
Hours
flexible. Salary negotiable.
Lighting company needs
warehouse worker, shipp
ing/receiving. 5 day/wk.
8:30 A.M. to 12:30 P.M.
$3.50 hr.
CLERICAL

MANNER OH ADVANCED - Cost is aboutthe same as a semesterin a
U S. college: $3,189. Price includes jet ro und trip to SeviWe from New
York, room, board, and tuition complete Government grants andloans
available for eligible students
Live with a Spanish family, attend classes four hours a day. four days a
week, tour months Earn 16 hrs. of c redit (equivalent to * semesterslauoht in U.S. cottages over a two year time span) Your Spanish
studies will be enhanced hv opportunities not available in a U.S. class

Educational Institution
needs Clerical Help. Appli
cant must have pleasant
telephone voice and be
able to perform light typ
ing. 6 hours per wk. $3.35.
Local business desires
clerical help. Will involve
some retail selling. Hours
and salary negotiable.
Public
agency
has
secretarial opening. Must
be a financial aid recipient.
20 hrs./wk. $4.96 hr.
Insurance Company needs
office worker. Must have
good organizational skills
and be able to run office.
Very little typing.
5
days/wk. 9-1 or 1-5. Salary
neg.

room Standardized tests show our students' language skills superior
to students completing two year programs in U.S. Advanced courses
also.
Hurry, it ta kes a lot of time to make all arrangements.
SPRING SEMESTER — Feb. 1 June 1 / FALL SEMESTER — Sept. 10 •
Dec. 22 each year.
FULLY ACCREDITED • A prog ram of Trinity C hristian College.

SEMESTER IN SPAIN
For full information—write to:

2442 E. Collier S.E., Grand Rapids, Michigan 49506
(A Program of Trinity Christian College)

vs

LINDSAY THOMAS
Tues., Oct. 26 - 7:30pm

0^°

FINE ARTS AUDITORIUM
Sponsored by the League of Women Voters

*•*••••••*****•**••••••••**•***

i

*
-k

October
Studio A
25-29

•k
-k
*
•k
•k "A knock-your-socks
-k
-k off, fantastically
-k
* frightening and
-k
* lusciously gory
-k
-k monster movie?
-k
•k LIFE MAGAZINE
-k
-k
-k
-k
-k
-k
-k AN
*
-k AMERICAN
-k WEREWOLF
•k IN LONDON
-k
-k
-k
-k
-k
-k
-k
-k
jmrawno
•k^ iRi
I i f w *" *

IHILYt iR AM PICTURES PRESENTS
A I YC A NTHROPE FILMS LIMITED PRODUCTION
AN AMtRICAN WEREWOLF IN LONDON
STARRING DAVID NAUGHTON, JENNY AG UTTER.
GRIFFIN DUNNE & JOHN WOODVINE
ORIGIN AL MUSIC BY ELMER BtRNS™Nc
„CTtDv
EXECUTIVE PRODUC ERS PETER GUBER & JON PETERS
PRODUCED BY GEORGE FOLSEY. JR.
WRITTEN AND DIRECTED BY JOHN LAN1MS

MtUIMf
II M A BU

$**%•*••**•••**********

Arcade
11404 Abercorn (Just down from the Dew Drop Itfoi

Welcomes Afrmstrong State College students!
Break away from classes for lunch
and games Of i .skill L,
USe this ad and a validated ASCI.D. Card
to get tw^TREE games when you buy $1 worth
of tokens (6 tokens for **v
OP60'-

.

wn

Monday - Thursday: 11 a.m.-11 p.m.
Friday & Saturday: 11 a.m.-midnight
Sunday:
1 p.m.-10p.m.

l
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Armstrong's SOS [Sup
10 percent of the
port our Scholars] program $6,000 m ade last year was
is underway and determin contributed by the Arm
ed to make more money strong Artisans Shop,
Contributions are now Mr. Richard Nordquist at than ever before with which just may be the
being accepted from the Writing Center, Room several exciting fund rais highlight of the SOS fund
ing events scheduled raising program this year,
students and faculty for a 109, Gamble Hall. Con throughout
the year. Last as it dis plays a number of
revival of Armstrong's tributors should leave their
literary magazine. This name, telephone number,
magazine will be created by and the times at which they
an editorial staff composed may
be
contacted.
of s tudents and will be ad Messages may also be left
vised by the faculty of the at the Inkwell office (phone
Department of Languages, 927-5351). Submmissions
Kenny Boegli
Literature, and Dramatic of manuscripts from ail in
Arts. Poetry, fiction, and terested writers are invited.
non-fiction will be con Deadline for the first issue year, SOS rais ed $6,000 and handmade arts and crafts
distributed the money created by the students,
sidered for publication. is November 19, 1982.
among the many depart faculty, and staff.
Work should be left with
ments at ASC for scholar
Students are urged to
ships.
This year, the donate such items as paindistribution of money will tings, sewing crafts,
be the same, but with ceramics, photography
$4.00 Off
hopes that more money will works, cookies, candies, or
Any Chemical Service
be accumulated.
(perms, color, relaxer)

Call for MSS.

whatever hobby in which
one is best. Any s tudent
wishing to contribute an art
or craft should contact Bar
bara Blackburn at the
Financial Aid office. The
sale wilt take place bet
ween Nov. 15 and 19 at the

Support Our Scholars

With This Adl

Abercorn a t Mont
gomery Crossroads,
two blocks south
of t he Mall
927-4540

MCC building.
Last year, all the SOS
events were scheduled in
April, but this year all the
events are spaced out over
the calendar to allow the
students a nice, long
breath between activities.
Midtiiaaq

aaaoaPK

McAlpin Square
Victory Drive ne xt
to Godfather's Pizza
236-6432
Valid A SC I.D.

This calculator thinks business.
TheTl Student Business Analyst

•

If there's one thing undergrad
business students have always
needed, this is it: an affordable,
business-oriented calculator.
The Student Business Analyst.
Its built-in business formulas
let you perform complicated
finance, accounting and
statistical functions—the ones
that usually require a lot of
time and a stack of rcftTSTice
book's, like present and future
value calculations
''

pe^°

f"

a

h 3? 8

-

uti i iurci2a-

and balloon payments.

It all means you spend less
time calculating, and more
time learning. One keystroke
takes the place of many.
The calculator is just part

of the package. You also get
a book that follows most
business courses: the Business
Analyst Guidebook. Business
professors helped us write it,
to help you get the most out
of calculator and classroom.
A powerful combination.
Think business.
j v£_.
With the Student *•
ousiness Analyst.

Tb-VACJ
I L.XAS

\j

INSTRUMENTS

I'grforwagge
p Zaun*
YfFE E

ifS THs11

;

-

ssmegeoasKK

QSaOCltXtEKitjsJQIDDEtS^ -'.-inont
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("Yeah, I like some of his
songs. You know, 'Hungry
Heart', Yeah.") approach
Bruce Springsteen
with extreme caution. Only
(Columbia)
those people who can ac
cept Springsteen for what
Michael Barker he is--an artist with creative
moods--can gain any type
This album is Bruce of satisfaction from this
Springsteen's bravest in album. For some people,
his ten year reign as "The Springsteen will tell you
Boss". Totally abandoning what you need to hear in
his E-Street comrades, he stead of what you want to
ventures into the studio hear.
armed only with a guitar
and a harmonica, .and
JM
paints the bleakest picture
of America that anyone
would want to paint. His
Dylan-like voice and Woody
Billy Joel
Guthrie-style folk tracks
(Columbia)
are used extensively to
develop his graphic and
harsh depictions of shat
Michael Barker
tered dreams, cautious op
Billy Joel has done
timism, and all around
what few have been able to
naivety.
Unfortunately, the first do — he has survived a
two tracks contain nothing tremendous hit album, and
of the sort. Nebraska is succesfully matured his
the true story of mass style to avoid being
murderer
Charlie stereotyped in one mood of
Starkweather. With a col music. The Stranger. Col
dblooded tone, Springs umbia Records biggest
teen sings, "I can't say that selling album in the com
I'm sorry for the things that pany's history, was the
we done/At least for a little climax of Joel's climb to
Knowing very
while, sir, me and her we stardom.
had us some fun." "Atlan well he had reached his
tic City", another tale of peak in that style of music;
real-life murder, involves he began to slowly evolve
mob wars in the gambling his art toward new goals
and sounds. The transition
center. Gross.
The album's honest is evident on Q2nd Street,
men ail seem to be paying but subtle compared to the
debts and looking for a styles of Glass Houses.
deliverance that never Now, after 2 years, Joel
comes.
Springsteen shows his ability to mature
doesn't hide the fact that with The Nvlon Curtain.
A theme lhat appears
there isn't any peace to be
found in the darkness, no in many of the songs is that
cleansing river running of the acceptance of defeat
through town for these and of a "natural order" of
things. The latter is par
men.
If you are looking for ticularly evident in'Allenan album to introduce you town? the story of a Penn
to Bruce Springsteen, look sylvania factory town
elsewhere. If you are a fair where the farthest anyone
weather Springsteen fan could hope to get is "at

Nebraska

Nvlon Curtain

least as far as their old man
got." It seems that defeat
is mixed with a realization
of the injustices when Joel
sings, "And it's hard to
keep a good man down/But
I won't be getting up
today/And it's getting very
hard to stay/And we're liv
ing here in Allentown."
Joel's defeatist and
acceptance theme comes
from the recent separation
from his wife. The second
side is almost entirely
devoted to his feelings
toward his wife, ranging
from the warm optimism of
"She's Right on Time," to
the cold-heartedness of
"Surprises"(Don't look now
but you have changed/Your
best friends wouldn't tell
you/Now it's apparent/Now
it's a fact/So marshall your
forces/For
another
attack.").

"Those Were the Days"

Mirhael Alwan
lohn Snrhower director of this quarter s MasMr"
»Oh Coward< " places Noel Coward's
Uvphf bu?aentle wit in the context of a bygone attitude
towards amusement The idea of "seriously" amusing
forwards amuse
q(ance seem to contain con°n®.s.®e'f K-nts but the "serious" business of

amusement implies' a higher

to^the^s

^Sn^thSfSo^ wit^nanaged to poke fun al
IhThThits of one of the most self-assured nations on
eartn (i e England) without injuring anybody's pride, it
perhaps follows that something else that we have lost
[n tho
i<& th© ability to IdUQh 3t ours©lv©s.
m thDu°ng the span of Coward's career his ability to
aood naturedly ridicule habits which people regarded
as commonplaces of their life was tremendously
Dopular His talent was undeniable; he wrote his own
melodies and lyrics, directed and produced his own
works and acted them in numerous nightclubs and
cabaret shows. Besides Coward's non-satirical jibes,
he was also popular for his tasteful presentations of
taboo subjects, sex, of course, getting the majo^share
of his commentary. In "Oh Coward!, for '"Stance, the
number "Let's Do It" manages to document the sexual
relations of characters as diverse as Lawrence Welk
and Snow White by nothing more than some very witty
implication. Coward's musical numbers dealing with
taboo subjects embody his greatest innovations in

The highlight of the
album is the emotionally
mUSCowa°cTsdmessages in "Oh Coward!" are very
powerful "Goodnight
relaxing. His brand of entertainment is not escapism,
Saigon." The blind devo
or a frantic search for a "good time." Nor is his work
tion and loyalty of Vietnam
bitter in its fun-poking. It is healthy laughter at social
soldiers is displayed as the
habits, induced by nothing more than a little observa
spine tingling chorus
sings, "We said we'd all go
tion and wit.
down together/Yes we r *
would
all
go
down •
Theatre - Armstrong - Masquers
•
together."
presents
In handling his own
problems, Billy Joel hopes
to make it easier for anyone
else in similar situations.
In addition to being an excellent album and a
valuable step in his matur
ing process, it also seems
to have served as selftherapy for Joel. He tells
the world (as he tells
himself) that when it looks
like things are closing in
and reality becomes a
burden, for help there is
"Nowhere else to look, but
inside/Where we all res
pond to pressure."

Memes Screamed

Timothy Haeussler

A Deli-Theatre Production

OH COWARD!
Musical Revue

1

I

•
•

With Words and Music by
YUC^aJ

Devised by
ZoJ-icL Cook

Production Designed and Directed by
£okn Sucliow*r

Musical Direction by

The Screaming Memes
brought their offbeat com
edy style to the MCC
Cafeteria Wednesday after
noon for two hour-long per
formances. The CUB spon
sored event attracted a
good-size turnout and the
audience was not disap
pointed.
Many of the routines
were highly improvisational, interspersed with
established gags and com
ical songs. Some skits,
such as the President
Reagan spoof (where the
"President" fielded ques
tions from the audience),
were a combination of im

$ait* WyM

Carabet Carousel in Jenkins Hall
Armstrong State College
Savannah, Georgia

November 4-6 and 11-13, 1982
Deli at 7pm - Show at 8pm
Produced by Special Arrangement
with
Music Theatre International

Deli-Dinner & Show $5
(ASC Faculty & Students $4)
Show Only $3
(ASC Faculty & Students $2)

provisation 2nd prepared

"«atorial.
"""ve„mo
"
humor
Some of tue
was a bit risque, but most
of the "seedier" material
was extracted from sugges
tions from the audience. At
any rate, the onlookers
seemed to enjoy the unique
humor of the four-member
team and came away
thoroughly entertained by a
very professional display of
comical showmanship.

October 22, 1982

Tickets go on sale Thurs.,Oct. 28, 1982

Telephone Reservations:
927-5354
Photo by Michael A. Moore
San Francisco's Screaming Memes

Tickets on sale: biuuZ! _Activities
Office & Library

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
t

•J
••
j
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Masquers

On Thursday, October
28, Ms. Peggy Nadlich and
guest musicians will pre
sent "Boiling's Jazz Suite."
The performance will be at
John Suchower
m 12:30pm in the Fine Arts
Auditorium, and will
fin
musir.al side
sirlp of
nf who
uuhn HioW
On thp
the musical
died ih^,
the winter of< 1973 feature Peggy Nadlich on
Broadway in 1973, reviews at his home in Jamaica. In flute, Welby Pugin on
of authors' works took a fact, the show was intend
major share of the bows. ed as nothing of the sort. It
The hit of the year was "Oh was produced with only
Coward!," Roderick Cook's pleasure in mind, before
compendium of Noel Coward died, and Coward
Coward's songs, in came to see it during a New
terspersed with word York visit. Like everybody
passages from his plays else, he enjoyed it. His
and prose writings. The fragile tunes making their
piano, Mark Street on bass,
filaments of Coward's wit highly sophisticated obser and Jim Brown, percus
still carried their powerful vations , meant for a time sion.
charge in a show that could when amusing one's self
On Friday, October 29,
have been viewed as a sort was a serious part of the there will be a recital by the
of "s wan song" and eulogy business of living, have re
two newest members of the
for
its
author;
a tained their power to enter
Fine Arts Department. Dr
esthumous tribute to one tain and even move the au
Bonny Hough on piano will
•f the century's most diences of this battered accompany Dr. J ane Wyss,
parkllng literary lights era.
soprano.

Mr. John Schmidt,
head of the ASC art depart
ment, will be presenting a
collection of his works that
he has entitled "Painting
on Paper." The works will
be on display in the Fine
Arts Gallery November 1
through November 26, from

8, begining at 8P.M. in the
Dr. Bradford Crain,
head of the Department of
Languages, Literature, and
Dramatic Arts, will be
presenting a lecture titled
"The Nature of Comedy in
Modern Fiction: You Laugh

Fine Arts and Literature
9A.M. to 5P.M.. A reception
will b e held on November 8.
7:30P.M. at the Fine Arts
Gallery.
The Armstrong Sym
phony Band, under the
direction of Dr. Stephen
Brandon, will hold a con
cert on Monday, November

Ralph Slobinski
I

lfco Ms;T

Tt, Mi'SS MoAi TWAil

SiX o F M V UJ«.'S
i.i KC, Wcl._6 i«»<AM SvrAA BAY
a!j A U <£"AA ^ c.AS

I MIL to «eC TMC
HZI.C4MLCX f T.4AT
Ol/t&T.oM W^L*- „ / Cftais THAT
tuo >?«:as,S iN ton
AUl" fteSt a«-i;iTic<u5 ?

Until You Cry," on Thurs
day, October 28, at 4P.M. in
the Human Services
Auditorium. The lecture is
the second in the series of
talks by the faculty of the
Dept. of Lang, and Lit..

TrtiS t-1'J towil AA
M-f di- AC*. Uivr. T
W<LL
i-ic
•TM»i
M£v«Eft
,
IStH vr r*.s
Ha-iTrT«*T

\atsfc-.

UlELu, fclKu iP MY
Pi£T C AT
IS
TrtAT A C >or.B iL XC-'i.
-Tip M tSfr A N E*A Mt

IS THIS AHY TIME TO THINK
ABOUT ARMY ROTC?
It's the perfect time.
You're a freshman, right? And you
want to make college a real learning
experience?
Well, ROTC can add a valuable
dimension to your college education.
A dimension of leadership and
management training. And that 11
make your degree worth more.
ROTC offers scholarship and
financial opportunities-, too=
Plus, the opportunity to graduate
with a commission and begin your
future as an officer.
For more information, contact
your Professor of Military Science.

ARMY ROTC.
BE ALL YOU
Captain Karl Jones
927-5207
MCC Room 208

October 22,1982
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ASC Puts Best Foot Forward
Rhonda Elkins & John Golden

On October 13 ASC
met and soundly defeated
Augusta College at Arm
strong. ASC's offense pro
mptly capitalized on the op
ponents defensive errors
and scored four goals
within the first 20 minutes.
Steve Garman, Armstrong's
token Englishman, scored
two nice goals to open the
scoring [By Jove, what a
good show!] John Golden
added the third and Captain
Alan Sheppard put home
the last on a penalty.
Columbus College,
scheduled to meet the
Pirates at home on October
14, forfeited their match
and gave the Pirates a
record of 3-3-1. Georgia
Southwestern College,
ASC's next opponent,
visited Savannah from their
school in Americus, GA.,
on Saturday, October 16.
Steve Garman, playing a
midfield position, struck
the Pirates first goal in only
52 seconds, and added
another 10 minutes later.
GSW unpredictably had
tied the game at two-goalsall by halftime, but the se
cond half saw Alan Shep
pard score the winner by
[humiliating GSW's blunder
ing goalkeeper in a one-onone situation. The Pirates

played a very tight game
but missed over 20 oppor
tunities to score. But gi ve
credit where credit is due;
Michael Keating and
Robert Edenfield played
well in defe nse, and Steven
Vandenburg helped control
midfield as usual.
That next morning, Oc
tober 17, the Pirates travell
ed to Statesboro to the
same Georgia Southern
College
team
that
destroyed them 6-0 in a
preseason match.
The
much-improved ASC side
took over in midfield but
could not score. Georgia
Southern scored on a
penalty and led 1-0 at
halftime.
GSC added
another goal two minutes
into the second half and
went on to win by 2-0, but
not without a fight.
Outstanding performance
by Robert Edenfield, who
vigorously marked GSC's
star forward completely out
of the match, and also
Michael
Keating
at
sweeper and Jesse Arm
strong at striker.
The Armstrong state
College soccer team had
its share of both good and
bad luck during the week of
October 10-17 as the team
won two games and lost

two games to level their
season record at 4-4-1.
Though
young
and
somewhat inexperienced,
the side has learned from
opponents and played well
throughout the season
despite two tough losses.
The Pirates still have
three games to play to
round off th e 1982 season.
They will travel to Augusta
College on October 28,
Americus to play Georgia
Southwestern College on
October 31, and will host
Georgia College at ASC on
October 30. Come out and
watch your team play
against Georgia College
and
give
the
guys
something to play for.

Captain Allen Shephard, whose goal^won the
game against Georgia Southwestern,, photo by SPS

Rugby Play Opens
Sunday afternoon at 2
PM, the Armstrong Rugby
club will open up their
season with a match on the
Annex Field (across the
road from the tennis
courts). At this stage of the
season, it is difficult to
assess the potential of the
Pirate ruggers. Turnout for
practice has been sporadic
and the team is still three
or fourplayers short of a full
side.
While coaches in other
sports might bemoan this
situation, "Faculty Advisor
Larry B abits is optimistic.
For one thing, new clubs
are usually short a few
players and the opposition
takes advantage of the op
portunity to play some
more of their own team.
Since there are no
substitutes, this traditional
offering of players to the
opponent serves as an add
ed opportunity for playing
time.
It would seem that
those players the Rugby
club does have are getting
ready for this clash with
Savannah Shamrocks with
some gusto.
Somehow
coping with classes, work
schedules and practice,
they have managed to learn
how to avoid "getting in
front of th e ball, of ball car
rier, and how to ruck, maul
and scrummage with aba n

don.

While a match of this
sort, pitting Armstrong
rookies
against
an
established club side,
might seem a bit of a
mismatch, this need not be
so. For one thing, Arm
strong has two very ex
perienced players anchor
ing the scrum in Rob
Manberg and Sandy
Garber. Both have seen ex
tensive rugby in Canada
and are being counted on
to lead the way in obtaining
the ball for the backs. In
addition to these players,
newcomers, Mark Bianchi
and Rusty Garrett show a
great deal of promise as
ruggers.
In the b acks, the situa
tion is a bit le ss well defin
ed.
Many potentially
outstanding players failed
to show up after express
ing interest. This has not
diminished the enthusiasm
for the team demonstrated
by scrum half John
McGraph and flyhalf
George Canales, both of
whom show considerable
potential at these crucial
positions. At the ptesent
time, it is difficult to name
other players for key posi
tions, but Phil. Sumner;
Tom Edenfield and Grant
Cone will all see action.
Come out and give youi
support.

Now comes Miller time.
Compliments of Kem Distributing Co.
Campus Rep—Mitch Qap^y
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Intramural
Standings
Flag Football

Women

Men
Black & Blue
Division

W
3
3

Bucs
Purple Passion
Mother's Finest
Jokers
Leatherballs
Longshots
R.O.T.C.

0
0
1

2
1

1

0

Wishing & Hoping
Division

W

L

8
6

0

5
5

0
0

2
3
3

8
8

High Average
Carol Hendry 160
Valerie Jackson T52

1

High Game
Carol Hendry 197
Jennie Bucheit 189

W
0

0
0

2

Dawgs
Sigma Nu
B.F.D.'s
B.S.U.
Do Da's
Milierizers
Pi Kappa Phi

Snakettes
Sigma Kappa 1
Alpha Gam
Dental Hygiene
Phi Mu
Sigma Kappa 2

0
0
0
0
0
0

2
2
2
2

1

Intramural Update

High Series
Danny Barta
534
Jerry Arseneau 525

1

2

1

0

1
1
1

1
1

1

3
3

0
0

High Series
Carol Hendry 508
Rhonda Jones 474

1

0
0

Volleyball
Women
w
Misfits
P.E. Club
Phi Mu
Sigma Kappa
Alpha Gam
Dental Hygiene

0
0

3
3
2

1

3
4

1

0
0

1

0
0
0
0
0
0

Schedule
October 24th
Field
1:30 Purple Passion vs
Mother's Finest
2:30 P.E. Club vs Phi Mu
3:30 p E. Club vs Mijfits
4:30 Phi Mu vs Misfits
5:30 Alpha Gam vs Sigma
Kappa

Men

W

L

Greasers

Spikers
Faculty
Do Da's
Pi Kappa Phi
Sigma Nu

3
3
2
1
1
1

1
1
2
3
3
1

Women

W

L

P.E. Club
Phi Mu
Snakettes
Sigma Kappa
Alpha Gam
Treasurers

4
3
2
1
0
0

0
1
1
3
2
3

The women's
A r m s t r o n g S t a t e ' s of 160.
t r a d i t i o n a l i n t r a m u r a l league is led by Carol Hen
season has now reached its dry at 160 and Valerie
fourth week of competition Jackson at 152. Rex Smith
has captured high game
with volleyball, bowling
and flag football teams all honors with 214 pins while
going strong. Competition Verward Poole runs close
is rough In both volleyball with his 199 game. Carol
and football, and this is a Hendry holds a comfot
rundown of all the scores table 197 game as league
standings as they were on high in the women's divi
sion.
Finally, the high
October 21.
Six teams are battling series totals have Danny
I t o u t i n t h e m e n ' s Barta and Jerry Arseneau
'Volleyball division.
Cur leading with scores of 534
rently, the Greasers and the and 535 respectively, while
Spikers are tied with iden Carol Hendry (who, If you
tical 3-1 records, the Facul noticed, remarkably holds
ty runs next at 2-2, the Do all three women's titles)
Da's and Pi Kappa Phi post leads the ladies with 508
1-3 records, and Sigma pins.
Last, but not least,
Nut
hauls in the rear at
1-1. In the women's divi comes glorious Flag Foot
sion, the P.E. club remains ball, w.hich fields 14 men's
undefeated at 4-0. Phi Mu, teams' and 6 women's
Last Sundays
3-1, the Snakettes , 2-1, t e a m s .
and Sigma Kappa, 1-3, are games included the Dawgs
still in the race, but Alpha over the BFD's, 14-13, the
Gam and the Treasurers are L e a t h e r b a l l s o v e r t h e
surely out of the running, Longshots, 24-6, the Buc's
posting 0-2 and 0-3 records over the Jokers, 20-7, and
BSU and the Do Da's tying
respectively.
M e n ' s A c c u m u l a t e at 12. Also, the Purple Pas
bowling has uncovered two sion beat the ROTC 38-18,
outstanding teams; the w h i l e S i g m a N u a n d
R.O.T.C. and "America's Mother's Finest won by
Team" each have great forfeit over Pi Kappa Phi
identical records at 7-1. PI and the Milierizers.
In women's football
Kappa Phi runs next at 5-3,
last
week the PE club
Sigma Nu at 4-4, and the No
Names are losing out at 1-7. romped over Sigma Kappa
W o m e n ' s b o w l i n g i s 24-13, Phi Mu bianked
dominated by the Smacket- Alpha Gam 20-0, and the
tes, 8-0, Sigma Kappa team Dental Hygenists forfeited
no.1 at 6-2, and Alpha Gam to the Misfits. Individual
and Dental Hygene each at team standings are also
5-3. Big losers in that divi shown on this page.
sion are Phi Mu a nd Sigma Overall individual scorers
Kappa team no. 2 with 0-8 in both divisions are led by
Yvonne Mclvers with 44
identical records.
Continuing with the points and David Ferraro
Another in
bowling league, several w i t h 3 1 .
team members have per teresting note is that Pur
formed very well and ple Passion leads the
deserve credit.
Jerry m e n ' s d i v i s i o n w i t h a
Arseneau has the highest p h e n o m i n a l 4 1 p o i n t
average in the men's divi average per game,
sion with 175, but Coach
Mike Lariscy is not far
John Golden & Rick Sokol
behind with his own score

Field
1:30
2:30
3:30
4:30

2
B.F.D.'s vs Do Da's
Dawgs vs Jokers
Bucs vs Longshots
Milierizers vs Pi Kappa
Phi
5:30 R.O.T.C. vs Leatherbails

Bowling
Men

W

America's Team
R.O.T.C.
Pi Kappa Phi
Sigma Nu
No Names

7
7
5
4
1

1

1

3
4
7

High Average
Jerry Arseneau 175
Mike Lariscy 164
High Game
Rex Smith
214
Derward Poole 199

Photo by Julie Brennen
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Practice Toughens Pirates
Cary Cornette
Photos by Michael Moore and Bruce Nelson
[Jn tkii iliut ill4 JYLKW£dloL' fnalnrts lb
1982-83 ^4tmdnmfSub W«« i Smbtbtt
O.am. Ob JJi Piralnwb~ Section opens
lb m—L aflmr lb mnm, mitt appnar in lb nnxl
b MXWLXJ.j

Brad Blastick

Herman Driskell

DeWayne Pittman

Terry Hatton

Kurtis Kemper

Mike Maddon

Scott Kuklehan

Ed Bagley

Mark Bianchi
NOV. 12
NOV. 13
NOV. 19
NOV. 20
NOV. 27
DEC. 1
DEC. 4
DEC. 10
DEC. 29
DEC, SO
JAN. 3
JAN. 6
JAN., 8
JAN. 10
JAN. 12
JAN. 15
JAN. 17
JAN. 19
JAN. 22
JAN. 28
FEB. 2
FEB. 5
FEB. 9
FEB. 12
FEB. 16
FEB. 19

OA. COL TOURN.--GSW
TIP-OFF TOURN.-FINALS
EDW. WATERS
I
FLA. MEMORIAL/
South Carolina
PIEDMONT
NORTH GEORGIA
SAVANNAH STATE
Aug. Tourn.-Cumberland
Aug. Tourn.-Atl. Christ.
SAVANNAH AAU.
Nova University
Fla. Memorial
Edward Waters
\
PALMETTO A.A.U.
Piedmont
Clearwater College
j
Flagler
Georgia State
PAINE-HOMECOM1NG
AUGUSTA
KNOXVILLE
FLAGLER
Knoxville
Paine
North Georgia

FEB. 23 Augusta
FEB. 26 BERRY
(Home Games Capitalized)

RUSSELL'S TROPHIES
& SPORTING GOODS
adidos^

- ALL TYPES TEAM EQUIPMENT • SPECIAL TEAM DISCOUNTS
COMPLETE TROPHY DE PARTMENT
• PLAQUES • AWARDS • ENGRAVING
* DIAL

-i

—

DIAL

927-4498, [236-6722
5 OGLETHORPE
MAIL ANNEX

110 W. CONGRESS
JUST WEST OF WHITAKER
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Tired of the Same Old
Class Ring?
Come See ARTCARVED Class Rings on Nov. 2
Brand New Men's & Women's
Styles for Armstrong State College!

*** Special Bonus ***

$25.00 off 14K Gold
$20.00 off. Siladium

Tuesday, November 2,1982

10 - 4pm
MCC Cafeteria
$15.00 Deposit Required
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Organizational News
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Do Da's
In recent weekly
meetings the Do Da's
finalized their constitution
and voted, by a 3 to 1
margin, to make their
organization co-ed.
Col
leen Rovolis, a long time
supporter of th e group, was
given full membership
status in a special session,
becoming the first female
Do Da.
As member Mike
Barker stated, "Our
organization should not be
restricted on the basis of
sex. Some of my best
friends are women."
The Do Da 's hope that
by broadening their
membership base, they will
add to their diverse in
terests and encourage
greater collegiate participa
tion.
In ot her business, the
group expresses thanks to
those people who gave
blood at the recent
American Red Cross Blood
Drive. T hose members who
allowed their resources to
be tapped have been feel
ing slightly drained.
The Do Da's have been
continuing their mediocre
ways in intramurals.
They're still having a good
time, though, and isn't that
what counts?

Pi

Kappa
Phi

Pi Kappa Phi has
always been a multi
dimensional organization
consisting of brothers and
associate members of
various backgrounds. This
year our activities and pro
jects reflect our varied
background. Starting back
on September 25, the
Savannah Symphony began
their c oncert season. Now
what does Pi Kappa Phi
have to do with the Sym
phony? First of all, we tore
tickets all season last year
and second, we have
secured the job for this
year.
Over the summer Pi
Kappa Phi helped the
eldery at the Lincoln
House, a new form of elder
ly hous ing where the elder
ly tak e care of themselves.
We cleared the side walk In
front of their house making
a two foot side walk into a
four foot side walk. For
this, we received communi
ty recognition from the
Savannah Morning News.
In the coming months we
hope to help the local
Cerebal Palsy Foundation
as well as the March of
Dimes raise money.
In intr amurals, Pi Kap
pa Phi excelled last week

accumulating a 5-2 overall
record in flag football,
bowling, and volley ball.
This is a good start for us in
our hopes to regain our
1981 Intramural Champion
ship.
The
associate
members of Gamma Sigma
Chapter have increased
their numbers to six this
week. A co uple of projects
are being planned by th em
for community and campus
appearances aside from
chapter activities.
Just look on campus
and Pi Kappa Phi will be
everywhere.

P.E. Club
The first meeting of
the Physical Education
Club for the 1982-83 school
year was held on Tuesday,
October 12th at 12:30 in the
Gymnasium.
Dr. Ben
Thomas of Family Practice
at Memorial Medical Center
presented a slide program
on the "Triatholon" held at
Hunter Army Airfield last
month.
He also talked
about the research work he
is conducting on the in
cidences and occurences
of muscle injuries in en
durance exercises.
A membership drive
was held on October 11-13.
Membership to the club is
open not only to Physical
Education majors but also
to anyone interested in
physical education. The
fee of $6.00 includes
membership in the Georgia
Association of Health,
Physical Education, and
Recreation [G.A.H.P.E.R.], a
newsletter, and discounts
to the convention held in
the spring at Macon,
Georgia.
Anyone in
terested in joining can con
tact Laurie Remler or Nan
cy Cope through the P.E.,
office. Look for posters in
the gym lobby that will give
dates and times of upcom
ing P.E. Club meetings and
events.

Sigma Kappa
Josie Murphy
The
sisters and
pledges of Sigma Kappa
are busy between classes,
Intramurals and other
sorority events. A full
calender of social activities
are planned for October
and November so keep a
look out for the maroon
jerseys.
The Intramural pro
gram is in full progress now
and the sorority is enjoying
flag football, bowling and
vollyball. The devoted
members of our flag foot
ball team got drenched im
last week's game against
Alpha Gam but it was worth

.it t .in

tthe
h

h h

h

end when tthe
sisters won 13 to 12. It was
a great game! The sorority
would also like to con
gratulate Mike Lairscy,In
tramural Director, on the
great schedule of events.
We're wondering though...
do you ever get to go
home?
The sorority joined
with a number of fr iends on
Friday Oct. 15th for a movie
night in the school video
room. A garage sale was
sponsored by the sorority
the next morning at Sister
Jamie Rand's house. On
Oct. 20th, the sorority held
aBig Brother initiation and
the Sisters are proud of o ur
Big Brothers who have
helped us on such projects
as our St. Patrick's day
float last March. Tomorrow
night, Sigma Kappa will
join with Pi Kappa Phi for a
social. We look forward to a
great evening. October
24th will find the sorority
selling donuts to prepare
for our annual week of giv
ing. Stay tuned for more in
formation on the week of
giving. The pledges com
plete October with several
bake sales and the annual
candy-gram sales to raise
their pledge fees. There are
still, of c ourse, M&M's'left.
Have you eaten yours all
yet, Margaret? The second
annual Halloween party will
once again be held at the
Pomykala's house on Oct.
29th. Last year's was a
huge success.
In closi ng, the sorority
would like to congratulate
sisters Lisa Thomson and
Josie Murphy for being two
of th e six representing ASC
at the S.E.N.A.C.A. Conven
tion. Josie serves as
Special Events Chairper
son on CUB while Lisa was
recently appointed as
Speaker's Chairperson. We
hope Lisa recovers from all
her Convention work...or
was it? The sorority would
also like to congratulate
two more Sigma K's
-Jessica Maack and Kim
McClellan for winning the
Senate elections. We're
proud of you! Until next
time, Sigma K. wis hes you
a happy day!

.Sigma Nu
Waldo E. M aldemeer
The brothers of Theta
Psi would like you to
prepare for our upcoming
Spooks, Ghouls and Booze
Party. Keep tuned for fur
ther developments. We
would also like to
acknowledge our new
pledges and congratulate
them on their successes.
Speaking of success, the
Snakettes are riding high
on the wave of victory.
SNAKE FEVER...CATCH
IT!

I n t e r n a t i o n a l Club
Betty Reesor

If you are interested in
becoming acquainted with
the culture of a foreign
country, or if you are a
foreign student interested
in act ivities involving other
foreign students, Arm
strong State College's In
ternational Club could be
the first step in e xpanding
your horizons.
According to Dr. Bill
Easterling, advisor to the
group, there should be a
definite increase in
membership from last
years 16 students.
This increase could
result in an expanded
schedule of activities,
many of which would be
open to any ASC students.
The list, still tentative
at this point, includes a
Foreign Food Festival and
intramurals, both of which
are repeats from last year,
as well a s several new pro
jects such as canoe and
hiking trips and water and
snow skiing. These ac
tivities should become
finalized in t he near future.
Life a t ASC compares
favorably to life at the
University of Georgia, says
Ed Lazarini, a native of
Puerto Rico who transfer
red here from UGA one year
ago. He is pleased with the
smallness of the Arm
strong campus, as opposed
to the larger, more imper
sonal attitude at UGA. Ac
cording to Mr. Lazarini it is
easier to become ac
quainted with other
students here, as well as
with the teachers.
Carlos Maldonado,
another Puerto Rican
native, has also enjoyed his
year at ASC, citing the
social life at Arm strong and
the campus itself-as fac
tors influencing his at
titude.

According to Dr.
Easterling, the club's
charter was recently ap
proved by the Student
Government, making it
eligible to apply for funds,
as do the other student
organizations on campus.
Therefore, funding
might come, at least in
part, from the ASC budget.
This is in contrast to last
year, when the student
members bore the ex
penses themselves.

Ebony
Assoc.
Armstrong
Ebony
Association would like to
extend an invitation to all
students who are in
terested in joining this
organization. We will be
having a bake sale on Mon
day [10-25-82]. Anyone hav
ing any questions govern
ing the functions of this
organization can them dur
ing the bake sale.

Alpha Gam
Alpha Gam Annie

Busy is an understate
ment for we are very busy
this month. The pledge
class held a bake sale on
Wednesday, October 20th,
and did very well with all
types of homemade treats.
We have also been
busy with intramurals.
Football Sunday, Bowling
Thursday, and . now co-ed
water
volleyball
on
Wednesday. It s ounds like
a lot, but we will be there
and ready to go.
Now, about our BIG
Students Caring About altruism event this year.
People is planning its first Our Haunted House, cowine and cheese social. If sponsored by the Savannah
you are aSocial Work major Young Peoples Theatre and
or a student who is thinking WAEV 97 radio, will be held
of Social Work as a possi October 29th - 30th (see
ble major, please come by story., pa ge ).
the S.W. office before Oc
We wish a happy birth
tober 26, and leave your day to pledges Lisa Ken
name and phone number.
nedy, Althea Watson,
Geralyn Kass, and Marie
Wolling. Also, congratula
tions goes out to pledge
Pam Parker, who is on an
academic scholarship to
The Annual Staff would like ASC.
to announce the start of the
Patron Sales. The rates are
as follows:
1.00 a person
The INKWELL encourages all
2.00 a couple
campus organizations with
10.00 a club or business
any news of interest to the
You can join the list during Armstrong student body to
2nd period in the Game submit articles to this organ
Room or at the posted An for publication.
nual Staff hours.

S.C.A.P.

Geechee
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School Daze
(

(F

(I

^ /y

"T Michael's Concert Line
Atlanta
Lanierland
Jimmy Buffet
Fox
Linda Rondstat
Joe Jackson
Omni
Van Halen
Billv Joel
The Who
REO Speedwagon

October 25
November 14
November 22
November
November
November
November

3
24
26
29

Jacksonville
November 7
November 21

Heart
Barry Manilow

Orlando

Tangerine. Bowl
The Who

November 27

Tallahassee

Spankys
pizza galley
& saloon

Riverside • 317 East River Street
Southside • 308 Mall Way • Savannah, Georgia

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

Heart & John Cougar

November 9

Charlotte, N.C.
Crosby, Stills & Nash
Heart & John Cougar
•

•

October 22
November 3

•

J f u o u would l i L ticLt information M r concert

LL . u „ n t . u e u . j f .
JnLelf; 2 J period, Wonday throuyL Jriday

(Limit one per customer please}
E X P I R E SN O V i l B M B B i H

H & H of Savannah

Budweisere
Distributors of
Budweiser, Budweiser Light, Michelob,
Michelob Light, Natural Light, & Busch
Beers
n ^ »»

J

October ?? iqao
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NAVY:MARINE CORK
HROTC •<335SS
3SSSXSSSS5$355S3SSSI^OT

Freshmen, sophomores, .and even Juniors are eligible
to enroll in the Navy College Program. After par
ticipating in the NROTC Unit for approximately six
months, a student is eligible for a CNET Scholarship
will pay for tuition, books, fees, and gives students
$100 per month, tax-free, for the duration of the
scholarship.
n
ii.

8

Catch-up Course

%
%

• o become eligible !<:>- N'KOT t ! wo-Yeai
Scholarships you must successfully complete a
six-week Naval Science Institute (NSfl course, held
at Newport, Rhode Island. NSI courses generally
convene in fuly between the sophomore and
junior years.
Courses offered a t NSI app roximate studies
undertaken hv other NROTC students during their
freshman and sophomore years. While in Newport
you wib tecewe uniforms, room and board and pay
as a seaman recruit

mm

A Wide

Becoming an Officer

A

Range Of
Professionals

•

•»; %

-

"

•

zw

c

«

After receiving your NROTC scholarship and
designation as a Midshipman, you will take naval
science courses, in addition to your other academic
studies, during your junior and senior years. Part of
the intervening summer will he spent in training
aboard a naval ship. Commissioning as an ensign
, follows successful completion of the program, after
. *jr - » which you will be obligated to serve four years on
active duty.
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THE COLLEGE PROGRAM
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